A b s t r a c t . We give a criterion that the two point function for a Gaussian lattice with random mass decay exponentially. The proof uses a random walk representation which may be of interest in other contexts.
Random mass gaussian lattices are lattice systems where the single site distribution has the form
(i da(a)e-a~2)d~). d4
An example is ~-~-~. Related systems have been discussed quite frequently, at least in one dimension [1] . 1 Let da(a) be a Borel measure on (0, co) such that da(a) (1 + a)-1/2 < oo.
(
For/~ > 0, define
dmu(~) = (~ da(a) e-{~ + ") ~2) d~.
Let Loo CIR a be a unit lattice centered on the origin, parallel to the coordinate axes. The measure for the random mass gaussian lattice is to be obtained by taking limits L / " L ~, #'-~o in that order. By Griffith inequalities the moments ofdPL, ~ are monotone increasing as ILl increases and # decreases, therefore existence reduces to uniform upper bounds.
In order to state and prove the theorem, we define for n > o,
ZT,.,. = ~ l-[ dm,,,(Ol) e(¢'~4~). (6)
l~T T is a lattice wrapped around a torus. Given L, it is defined by identifying the 
Theorem. The two point function
exists and is 0(e-MlZ-q) as tl -l'l ~ oo for some M > 0 provided
Remarks. The inequality A >0 is an obvious consequence of the definitions. We think A >0 will hold for d > 3, provided da(a)# 6(a). For d < 3, one must either place additional restrictions on dc~(a) near a = 0 to ensure even existence as #~0 or look at correlations of different quantities such as grad~b. The proof will use the following proposition ~ which may also be of interest. 
Proposition. Let b = (bz) be a strictly positive function on T Then

Proof of Proposition. (A T -A.)
i This is a reformulation of a well k n o w n t h e o r e m in r a n d o m walk This is the resolvent expansion in the off diagonal elements. The last line can be rewritten as the right hand side of the proposition because (2d)-l(2d+A)
generates random walk. (It is a matrix with positive elements which sum to one,)
Proof of Theorem by a Griffiths inequality
0 <= ~ dPL.u4~ r < ~ dPr,.4t~,,.
Substitute for dm~,(~) using (2). The right hand side becomes (Z-ZT,~,0, A---AT) • exp (P~,,(t,03) -P,,o)
The last inequality is using the fact that each c9 must visit at least II-l't lattice points and P~,,>P,,1 for n > 1. Proof concluded.
Remarks. (1) Representations like (13) can be obtained for n point functions.
(2) By using 
